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ACROSS
Talk cut down by outspoken minister (8)1
Section of group has estimated stages of 
development (6)

5

Partner in vacated garages is fencing 
material? (7)

10

Division involved in course is most pleasant 
(7)

11

Check senior engaging excited champion... 
(3-6)

12

...in Mastermind? (5)13
Community group was lacking, for instance, 
in weight (4)

14

One looking to settle revolution defeated 
person making a retreat (8)

16

Water is sprayed around one climbing plant 
(8)

19

A study, mostly a field of study (4)20
Large amount of water and silt shifted from 
rugged coastline (5)

23

Some going out infested with lice changed 
underwear (9)

24

Release retired one in connection with 
deception (7)

26

Joker, carrying it in, is holding back (7)27
Place located next to border with promise (6)28
Verger is mingling with mourners (8)29

DOWN
Limit a big place's potential (8)1
A weight lifted in total (3,2)2
Cricketer's fifty scored with one short shot in 
front of point (4-2)

3

Illegal stock dealing all the rage with retiring 
dads, strangely (7,7)

4

Tough tactics may be restricted in 
experienced social gathering (8)

6

The sad are prepared to ...? (4,1,4)7
Evil character linked to grand Thai capital (6)8
Circus entertainer's words on screen captured 
by broadcaster (5-9)

9

The wife, distraught, brought around a cold 
little bird (9)

15

Rank isn't manipulated by one of high rank 
(8)

17

Core of magma in planet contains methane 
(5,3)

18

Not all soldiers deployed in successful 
manoeuvre appear (4,2)

21

Plagiarism admitted by some heartless writer? 
(6)

22

Haul last of meat and grain (5)25


